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Overview 

♦ Examples of Technology-Enhanced 

Assessments 

♦ Validity as a Structured Argument 

− Scoring 

− Generalization 

− Extrapolation 

− Interpretation 

♦ Consequences as part of the 

Validity Argument 



Examples of Technology-Enhanced 

Assessments 

♦ Patient Management 

♦ Architectural Design 

♦ Accounting 

♦ Computer Networking 

♦ Problem Solving 

♦ Essays Scored by Computer 



Computer-Based Case Simulations 

♦ Used as part of the United States 
Medical Licensing Examination 

♦ Delivered and scored by computer 

♦ Dynamic and unprompted 

♦ Text based 
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Validity as a Structured Argument 



Validity as a Structured Argument 

♦ Support for an interpretation or decision is 
only as strong as the weakest link in the 
argument 

♦ Components of the argument 

− Scoring 

− Generalization 

− Extrapolation 

− Interpretation/Use 

 



Validity as a Structured Argument 

♦ Scoring  

− Accuracy with which the data are collected    
and recorded 

− Appropriateness of the scoring rubric 

− Accuracy with which the rubric is applied  

♦ Generalization 

− Expectation that the scores would be similar     
if the assessment process were repeated 

♦ Extrapolation  

− Extent to which the scores reflect the relevant 
performance in the real-world setting of interest 

 



Scoring 



Scoring 

♦ Computer delivery can strengthen the part of the 

argument related to the accuracy with which data  

are collected and recorded 

♦ Computer delivery also can enhance the accuracy 

with which the scoring rubric is applied  

♦ Unfortunately, programming mistakes also will be 

implemented with mechanical accuracy 

 



Scoring 

♦ The appropriateness of the scoring rubric will be 

influenced by decisions made by content experts    

as well as by the approach used to model expert 

judgment 



Scoring Approaches 

♦ Identification of correct responses  

♦ Regression-based procedures 

♦ Rule-based procedures 

♦ Cognitive diagnostic models 



Identification of Correct Responses  

♦ Unit weights may not support intended 
inferences 

♦ Content experts may not fully understand 
their own policies 

 



Regression-Based Procedures 

♦ Capitalizing on proxy variables may create 
validity issues  

♦ May produce problems due to sample 
dependence 

♦ May create a “black box” that limits expert 
review 

 



Use of Proxies 

♦ Automated essay scoring typically includes 

word count and some measure of vocabulary   

as predictive variables 

♦ Strunk and White (2000)  

− A “sentence should contain no unnecessary words, a 

paragraph no unnecessary sentences.” (p.23)  

− They also advise writers that they should “not be 

tempted by a twenty-dollar word when there is a ten 

center handy, ready and able.”   



Regression-Based Procedures 

♦ Capitalizing on proxy variables may create 
validity issues  

♦ May produce problems due to sample 
dependence 

♦ May create a “black box” that limits expert 
review 

 



Sample Dependence 

♦ Relatively few examinees order dangerous 

actions and these examinees typically order 

relatively few of the beneficial actions 

♦ The resulting regression model may be 

inappropriate for scoring an examinee who 

orders most of the beneficial actions and then 

places the patient at serious risk by ordering 

dangerous actions  



Regression-Based Procedures 

♦ Capitalizing on proxy variables may create 
validity issues  

♦ May produce problems due to sample 
dependence 

♦ May create a “black box” that limits expert 
review 

 



“Black Box” 

♦ Kane states, “The backing for the scoring 

inference typically involves … the judgment of 

panels of experts who … review the scoring 

criteria” (p.25) 

♦ Difficulty in interpreting the regression weights 

may make this impossible 



Rule-Based Procedures 

♦ May facilitate expert review and support the    
validity argument 

♦ May be susceptible to the impact of idiosyncrasies   
or limitations in the ability of experts to articulate 
their policies/thought processes   
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Cognitive Diagnostic Models 

♦ With these models, the validity argument depends    
on evidence that the cognitive model is correct 
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Generalization 



Reliability 

♦ As with most other performance 

assessment formats, the reliability is 

relatively low per unit of testing time  

♦ If you are producing a score, sampling 

matters 



Defining a Replication 

♦ With multiple-choice tests, a replication 

might be adequately defined in terms of 

sampling of items (or items and 

occasions) 

♦ With performance assessments, a 

replication is likely to include sampling 

of items (or items and occasions) and 

judges 



Defining a Replication 

♦ With computer-delivered assessments   

the question becomes more complicated 

♦ Replications should certainly include 

variation across equivalent groups of 

content experts used in developing the 

scoring rubric 

 



Stability of Scores Across Expert Panels 

♦ There has not been much work in this area 

and the results have been mixed 

♦ The sampling of panels of experts should be 

viewed as a (typically hidden) facet in the 

data collection design 

♦ This has an impact on both the 

generalizability and the meaning of the 

resulting scores 



Extrapolation 



Correspondence with Real-World Behavior 

♦ Requires validation of direct measure of 

real-world behavior 

♦ In some instances collecting the criterion 

measures will be challenging 



Construct Under-Representation 

♦ There likely will be aspects of the real-

world environment that are not part of  

the assessment task 



Construct-Irrelevant Variance 

♦ Similarity of assessment response to   

real-world response 

♦ Mismatch may impact scoring rules 

and/or examinee behavior 





Novelty 

♦ Performance assessments generally 

and computer-based tasks specifically 

may require examinees to be familiar 

with the response format 

♦ This may introduce construct-

irrelevant variance 
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Consequences 



Consequences 

♦ Performance assessments sometimes are 

justified because they will have an influence   

on the curriculum or on teaching practice 

♦ The intended consequences of a testing 

program and the actual consequences are not 

always the same thing and scoring procedures 

can make a critical difference  



Consequences 

♦ Argument: 

− Automated essay scoring will allow for wider use of 

essays on state-wide assessments and lead to greater 

emphasis on writing in the classroom 

♦ Reality: 

− It may in fact lead to more writing but not 

necessarily better writing 

 



Cronbach on Validity 

“A proposition deserves some degree of trust 

only when it has survived serious attempts to 

falsify it.” (Cronbach, 1980) 

 

  


